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-Welcome back. After writing with constraints, we are going to talk this week about other ways of 
generating poems beginning at the most fundamental level of the word; taking words apart, 
generating word lists to find ways to wander around in the language. We'll begin with Carol Light, 
who's the other of Heaven from Steam. She is a graduate of the M.F.A. writing program at the 
University of Washington and has just won the Robert W. Winner Memorial Prize from the Poetry 
Society of America. 
  
-Our second talk will be from the poet Larissa Szporluk. She is the author of five collections of 
poetry, the most recent Traffic with Macbeth. She's the recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship, and 
N.E.A., and teaches at Bowling Green State University. 
  
-So, ears open. 
  
-I'm Carol Light and I though I'd talk with you today about setting up a writing practice as a poet 
and looking at the ways that we can communicate our ideas and thoughts and feelings with other 
people through things that we see and things that we hear. So, eye and ear, two fundamentals in the 
practice of poetry. First of all, setting up a writing practice. A lot of scientists talk about sensitivity to 
initial conditions when you're setting up an experiment and I think that that's helpful. I like scientific 
metaphors and so I think it's helpful to think about - what are the ways in which you can be more 
confident that you're working in a way that is more likely to produce the kinds of results that you 
want as a poet. So, if you want to replicate an outcome you need some understanding of the 
circumstances in which that outcome is achieved. For me and probably for most people in the 
practice of the art of writing, it helps to know what works for you. For me, I have to have a 
consistent time of day. When do my intellect and my emotions come together most clearly? For me 
that's in the morning. It's before my mind gets cluttered with organizational details of the day which 
shuts off a creative process. It's when I'm rested. It's when a lot of people have epiphanies and 
insights in the shower. Shower's not a really great place to write 'cause things get wet but shortly 
after that works pretty well for me. I'm closer to an associative state because I've been dreaming and 
that helps me with my practice. And so any time I can keep my mind uncluttered and I can exist in 
this neutral place where I'm not thinking about what it is I have to do during the day but can be 
more open to what aperture might bring in ideas that are somehow part of me but also outside of 
me. Time of day is an important thing to consider. Okay, practice - showing up for work. Piano 
practice, you practice to get better, you practice techniques and skills in writing. We all think we have 
those skills because we speak language, we write. We write to communicate, we write to represent 
things in our lives but there's also a discipline to learning the art of writing. If you want to help other 
people to achieve a sense of discovery or to recreate your own sense of discovery of an idea or a 
feeling, there are ways, methods that you can learn and apply and practice in your practice. Also, it's 
when you're practicing that, you know, the muse shows up, or inspiration comes. If you're not there 
punching the clock, good luck with that. If you don't have your pen handy when that insight strikes 
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you on the bus, you know, you may not remember it, maybe not get it down to paper. So, beyond 
the practice, beyond the time of day, I like to have a shrine. And in my shrine, I create the cathedral 
of my intention. Churches know something about this. They know how to create a sacred space. 
They set up with the high ceilings. They have music. They have incense. They have light filtered in 
through color. You can do this in a coffee shop, you know, but you just have to know what helps 
you to write and what distracts you from it. For me, distractions would be cell phones, would be 
internet, would be - I can get to the internet eventually if I want to look something up but I have to, 
I have to push myself through my process first before I can allow myself to go outside of myself to 
find detail, to add to what I'm working on. So, example of things that I might have in my shrine 
would be books. Books would be icons to my ancestors in the practice and so for me that might be, 
not necessarily poets, it might be Edith Wharton. It might be Virginia Woolf. It might be Yates, 
Hopkins, Keats. It can be a lot of poets that I love. I prefer dead poets to living poets. Living poets 
I'm interested in having conversation with and dead poets, I sort of feel like are back there to help 
me in some way instead of distract me. So a living poet might be a distraction. I probably wouldn't 
have a current book of poetry in my shrine, in my space, when I'm, when I'm writing. So, beyond 
the ancestors, the shrine, the time of day, the practice, and there's actually what to do. I mean, what 
am I going to do in this space? Again, going back to the scientific metaphor - people keep journals. I 
prefer to think of it as an observation log, as a place where I write down images or lines that come 
to me or things that are overheard. I have a few examples that I pulled out of a recent notebook. 
They're a combination of images and ideas but it's not a long disquisition and analysis of my 
thoughts. It's not a reflection and trying to figure things out. These are impressions that are fleeting. 
So, an example would be, "warmed by kindling and coals, the night's metastasis recede." So, my 
darkest thoughts being in the middle of the night. I'm not going to write, "my darkest thoughts are 
in the middle of the night." I'm hoping that this image will carry that idea for me. At the breakfast 
table, "a blush of blood orange at breakfast, a blast of blue pushing back the dark curtain. Earth 
churns, crocus shoots, commit to tilt your heave of sorrow." That may go too sentimentally for a 
poem but for my notebook it's fine. These are images mixed with ideas but they're short, 
abbreviated. They're more likely to carry a poem. Maybe if I journaled and wrote more I would write 
a piece of prose but that doesn't work for me for poetry. So those are some examples of 
observations. I'm trying to get at what comes in at the eye. That's what I can do as a poet is bring in 
images that other people can also discover. Backing up a little bit, you think about other art forms 
and painters and visual artists, they have an ability to work within a discipline that, that gives an 
immediate sensory impression. So when you look at a painting, something splashes on the retina. 
When you walk around a sculpture, maybe you want to touch it, maybe you get that extra sensory 
input too but you're seeing for the most part. If you're a musician, the sound comes in at the ear. 
There's no mediation by the mind for these. You have an immediate physical and sensory 
impression. With writing, in a limited way you can do that with sound but the visuals that get created 
are mediated by the mind. The good thing about writing, of course, is that you can include all of the 
senses and other art forms are more limited in that way. So, each of the disciplines allows an artist to 
make an impression on a viewer, listener, first through eye and ear unmediated, later the mind 
analyzes these things and makes connections. We have the advantage of creating  all the senses but it 
first comes through the mind and so we have to make it vivid, that's my belief. There's a lot of 
advice in this vein from writers, great writers who've come before. So Pound says, make it new and 
Williams says, no ideas but in things. Alfred Northwhite  had said, we think in generalities but we 
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live in detail. And Lorca said, the poet is the professor of the five bodily senses. If you want to know 
where to find these quotes, John Frederick Nims has a great handbook, my very first textbook of 
poetry called Western Wind. That's a good place to start. So, I am trying to recreate the images and 
trying to make a vivid impression with my observation log and sometimes I write down what's 
overheard. That's one way into a poem. Another way into a poem is through sound. So, maybe I'm 
walking down the stairs from the shower and I get the tooth of a line, "ambition bit her." Ambition 
bit her, I like it because bit is inside ambition and then I start going off on a riff on that so bit her, 
what else is an ambition? What else does it call to? Amble, amber, I write a string of words and I can 
show you just a little bit of a notebook. This is really a word cloud. This is truly how I might begin. I 
don't want my mind to go straight at this idea of "ambition bit her," I want to play with the sound 
for a while and see where else it might lead me. And so, I create a nest of words that go from sound, 
eventually to sense but it's a long process. So "ambition bit her" - I'm just going to read to you a list 
of words: turbine, bourbon, conifer, timber, frond, friend, tend, trend, render, derma, pander, 
drama, murder, moodra, mined, M-I-N-E-D, mind with M-I-N-D, rise, roose, nick, knuckle, amble 
back, want, haunt, whet, knot, jaundice. Truly, this was a list of words that started a poem for me 
and the way it works is that I, I write down a few words that just pop into my mind and then I try to 
associate by sound, not make a story out of it, resisting the temptation to make a narrative out of it 
and just go with the sounds because they're stranger and it's more fun. It takes longer, it takes longer 
to get to making sense but then I'd start to play the words off of one another. So, bitter ambition, 
ambition bit her, how is injury kin to ambition, is envy the offspring of injury? Venn diagram. What 
she wants haunts, under purple derma lurks umbrage. This is a sequence that came directly out of 
this list. I love the sound of it. What does it mean? I'm not sure but by this time I think I might be 
on to something. I might be moving my way toward a poem. Dickinson, Emily Dickinson, tells us, 
tell all the truth but tell it slant, success in circuit lies. That is the method for this kind of making of a 
poem - is not going directly at the idea but walking all the way around it. What can I discover by 
coming into closer contact with it before making a judgment. This might be what Keats would call 
negative capability, you know, existing in uncertainty without any - can't remember how he describes 
- irritable, maybe, reaching after fact and reason. So, I'm not reaching after fact and reason, I'm 
reaching for sound at this point and there are methods to do this. You know, rhyme is a method. It's 
a method that's been employed for centuries. It's a method that in some ways has fallen out of favor. 
Saying it's too manipulative, there aren't that many choices in English, really, for rhyme so they 
become predictable but there are ways that you can make that sonic boom happen and create those 
echoes and have that cascade of sounds in a poem without going to direct rhyme. One of the ways 
you can do this is to take a linguistics class in college and figure out which sounds are, are consonant 
pairs in particular. So you can echo on the vowel and that's slant rhyme and that's - everybody does 
that. That's fine. It's good, it gives you more choices too but you can make more exact rhymes 
without looking like you're making exact rhymes and still get the echoes and that would be by 
figuring out which consonants come from the same places in the mouth and a linguistics course will 
tell you which those are but you can figure them out yourself by trying to make the sound rather 
than the letter. So, D's and T's, duh, tuh. Your tongue does the same thing against the teeth. 
Fricatives - the F's and the V's. There are voiced and unvoiced consonants. The nasals - M's and N's 
go together, G's and K sounds or hard C's go together. J and Ch, juh and chuh. The labials, P's and 
B's. The liquids, L's and R's. And so you can get sounds that are more exact rhymes just by playing 
with these consonant pairs. For example, favor, having a favor, rather than rhyming on savor you 
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can rhyme on safer. So the F and the V would echo one another there. Jelly and cherry are a good 
rhyme 'cause the L's and R's are both liquids and the juh and the chuh really come from the same 
place in the mouth. Juggle and chuckle, the G's and the K sound, the J and the C-H sounds. Banter 
and pander, you know, this is a way to generate you lists of words too when you're working on that 
word cloud. Butter and puddle are another good example. Another way I like to play with them is 
rhyme reversals. So, a word that starts out, maybe a two syllable word - banter, becomes turban. Bag 
becomes gab, chimp is pretty close to pinch if you go backwards. Cinch and chintz, and perch and 
chirp, and fear and reef, and leef and feel, and cheer and reach. It's generative. It gets energy moving 
around. It's kind of exciting to play with. How you get to sense is a longer process. Another way to 
do it is with, with what I like to call cascading rhyme or have heard called cascading rhyme where 
you can move from sometimes a two syllable or a three syllable word and just pick up one of the 
syllables, not necessarily the one that gets the stress in the word. So, shipwreck might get you to 
recreate. So the 'wreck' goes to 'rec.' Recreate gets you to creation, which might get you to ration. 
Sincere to serious to an estuary, arable, ballast, javelin, to linger to girlish to relished to shutter to 
tarnish. So these are ways to help generate that word cloud and then the mind begins to do what 
minds can do. We all, our minds are good at making associations, at making connections, at trying to 
make sense of the world and metaphors come out of this as well as really beautiful, swollen, sort of 
hard to pronounce well blooms of sound. I'm making bad metaphors here now trying to describe it 
but I thought I would try to show you how that went from a one liner that maybe came out of my 
observations (ambition bit her) to the word cloud, which I've given you in my method, to a poem 
that's in process that I've been working on for the last couple of months because in some ways it's a 
bit meditative and tricky but it comes from all these sounds. And I thought I would end with just 
reading a part of that and I've called it Venn Diagram. 
  
Ambition bit her 
what she wants, haunts 
What atom is it? 
Doesn't matter 
It's appetite, it's wet 
The jury is in on injury 
It's thin skin sentenced 
to a kind of jaundiced justice 
Mustard plaster suggested 
Bruise easily? 
Try arnica, try moodras 
Shaded under purple derma 
Lurks umbrage 
Rue, a ruse is shunned 
and shuns 
Teeth nick knuckles 
Self inflicted? 
Envy's engine - 
chicken, egg - 
No sphere, this chicken 
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is elliptical 
This diagram begins with 
eggs for orbit's sake 
For a universe that 
hatches grudges 
Centrifugal force is psuedo - 
false 
At the intersection of union and logic 
lives venn, 
The path of inertia merry-go-rounds again 
What eeks out is frequent and fugitive 
ambition, injury, umbrage, rue, 
Not one of envy's lovers 
has the oomph to be true 
  
That's where I am with the poem right now. I don't know if it's done or not but that's my method. I 
recommend it. 
  
-My name is Larissa Szporluk and I teach poetry at Bowling Green State University in Bowling 
Green, Ohio. I teach both undergraduate and graduate classes. This particular exercise I developed 
for an undergraduate group and it has to do mainly with trying to get students to generate a lot of 
music and to also to become aware of the sound play, you know, internal sound play. The assonance 
and the consonance, and even alliteration without, you know, boring them to death and just making 
it feel natural and I think that the playfulness is a big part of it. In fact, the exercise in part was 
inspired in part by a book called Playing with Words, last name Sharply, I believe, but that's the title. 
Playing with Words is the title and it was written by a New York City high school teacher, I believe, 
from the fifties. Anyway, just discount all of that except for the title, Playing with Words is 
absolutely the right title. Somebody who really delighted in language. The book is very smart and it 
recounts pretty complicated, by today's standards, complicated word games that apparently were, 
you know, almost regular events, you know, dinner party gatherings of literati who couldn't resist 
playing off one another. So there are many ideas in that book that have to do - another game called 
Meanders where you take off the first part, the first half of a word and you use the second half, add 
a new half to that so that the second half of the word becomes the new first half of a word. And it 
just strings along and along and you go as far as you can and you compete and everybody has like 
ten seconds to come up with the best string of meanders and anyway that's the kind of idea. So, this 
is one that he calls a Scramblegram. He doesn't give you specific words to use. So, I did decide on 
the word and it's such a good word that I haven't really even varied it. I've only added one more 
word to that - this exercise. The word is, the mother word I call it, is ventriloquist. I also like, I feel 
like the mother word has to have a lot of resonance, not just a lot of letters, but there has to almost 
be a narrative promise in it. Ventriloquist is especially good because it also implies, you know, a 
speaking relationship, right, between the ventriloquist and the dummy. And the idea of bringing 
language to something inanimate - so that of course taps into this whole dramatic monologue, 
personification stuff which is always rich for writing poetry. So, ventriloquist is the word I'm going 
to use today as I talk about it but another good one is hasenpfeffer, which is the rabbit stew. I 
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usually give that word to the more advanced students or students who have already gone through 
ventriloquist because hasenpfeffer is much, much harder. Ventriloquist is great because the first 
thing I do, again, is say, look, okay, this is your mother word. Go in here and pull as many words as 
you can out of here. The more sort of beautiful and solid the better, obviously. Ventriloquist has 'is' 
and 'it' in it, right. So, yeah, fine. Those are fine but we're really looking for, you know, beautiful 
words, longer words, more syllabic words. So, I say, first of all put your vowels together. So you'll 
go, on your notepad you'll have, you know - E, I, O, Q, I, kind of together and then you'll put your 
consonants over there. So you're dismantling the word which is really, kind of fun because you 
realize how seamless it all is, you know, they're only really there by chance in the first place anyway 
so as you dismantle the word you get that, I think you get to experience that sort of ephemeral 
quality of language. So there it is and then you start to, to make new combinations. So you can 
probably, sometimes if I'm in a certain mood I'll ask them to do two hundred words and we'll have, 
sort of, contests to see who can have the most words but the contest I prefer to have is the most 
beautiful word. So within this ventriloquist we have found, and I'm just going to name a few because 
it really, really is endless - question, trout, silver, stone, violins, violent, stutter. So you already get 
the, the musicality even in just a short list you can start to feel these possibilities even, again, on the 
most visceral level. Like, question, violins, you know, question the violin! You know, the silver trout, 
the violent silver trout, you know. So it's - the first relationship that you're going to have to this pre-
poem is more aesthetic which I don't have a problem with but there are the sort of - the die-hard 
soul poet will put up a little red flag at this concept and think, well wait a minute, that's not genuine, 
I don't feel that, it feels artificial to me. And then I usually try to respond along the lines, well it, 
we're just approaching the poem as music so we're really just talking about sounds right now. As for 
the soul stuff, that's up to you. That will be part of your task, is to muster up your soul and figure 
out how to fill that arrangement of language with something, I guess, that ultimately matters to you 
on that level. So, poetry does have its origins in music and song and so to avoid that, I feel like, is 
not entirely healthy. It may be, I don't know how to say it, I don't want to pass judgment on it but I 
think sooner or later a poet will have to experiment with the origins of poetry by regarding it as 
music, if only temporarily. So, I think it raises the question, which is also exciting, do words in and 
of themselves have souls? There may be some people who do feel that inherent in a word, a word, 
especially an old word that has survived, you know, millennia has in it already a kind of history and 
with that history there is something that we could feasibly regard as a spirit or a soul. So, etymology, 
you know, you could ask that question - are etymologies the souls of words? There, at least they are 
small histories. So, I hope I covered that potential argument with this exercise. We do need to get 
beyond the artifice and we will. So you have your list and you start to play. And you play on so many 
different levels. What happens is, again, you brush up the words against each other until you start to 
care and still, until you start to either become totally riveted by the music or a little story starts to 
form. Something has to happen in order to procede, right, we don't want nonsense, we don't want it 
to be just an exercise, we want it to evolve into a real poem and so that's going to take time. And, to 
sort of perpetuate the fun aspect, the play, I do ask students to have lots and lots of word 
combinations before the poem begins. So they have to bring in sentence and we talk about them 
really at length and then on the spot we start to talk about possibilities between, you know, again, 
the identity slash soul of this word against another one. So some of the really pretty incredible first 
drafts - this is, again, the state after having put together a couple of sentences - these first drafts, I've 
just been really amazed. Of course I've tried to do this myself, probably less successfully than many 
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of these students. They, I have one by Sarah Keer, she wrote it last fall and - the fall of 2010 - and 
it's called One Calm Day. 
  
She quested for a soul of stone, 
One that breathes the sun and drinks from soil like a cup 
She quested for a soul of sun, 
One that rides on sparrows and drinks on morning light like honey 
She quested for a soul of soil, 
Of rain and rusted terrors riven to the earth, 
Of quests uprooted, of tree shaped souls 
  
So, that was a student poem by Sarah Keer. There's so many that are worth reading and if I have 
time I'll read one more by another student, Ryan Hansen. Then I wanted to share a couple of my 
attempts that are still, still need work. But what I really did and continue to enjoy doing is being in 
that exact space between recognizing, I think, that the value of the music and really, really, really 
needing to push, you know, the poem's ultimate power which may end up being, you know, 
imagistic and/or narrative. So this is ventriloquist, I went that way developing the poem along the 
lines of the idea of a ventriloquist really asking a stone to come forward. The stone is sort of the 
ultimate witness, you know, going back to that, you know, the stoning obviously as a sort of primary 
mode of, or primal mode, of execution. And what the stone witnesses also at - well, cast the first 
stone, that kind of thing - and then also the tombstone. Really any stone, I think, would have 
something, would have seen something worth talking about. So, I went ahead and called this 
Ventriloquist. 
  
Stone, it's time for you to utter, 
(so here, okay -- ) 
Stone, utter, not one, stone, set, sputter, well squid, that's that play with the D and the T's, squid, 
evil, turtle, liquor, you see they're all in here, liquor, lose, they're all in here. And then ... there're little 
variations of the words which is when you start doing that, that means that your ear has understood 
what you want it to do and very often it will just run away with the thing. You won't even know 
anymore, that you're using words from your mother word list, which I'll just call these things word 
things. Your ear has taken over, you don't even need to look at your list anymore. I can assure you 
that that will happen. 
  
Stone, it's time for you to utter 
All that thinking, all that dreaming and not one fossil of a word 
All those centuries of hiding in the fortress of the mute 
Tell us, Stone, whose bones were set beneath you 
Who cast you first and why? 
And all that you've been witness to 
Tell, tell, or we will tell it for you 
The Earth will sputter lips 
The snout will break with chatter 
The squid will take to evil 
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The turtle turn to liquor 
  
So that language can snap loose 
Words will push and shove like mothers chained to children who touch the sky with crazy shoes and 
sink with weight or swim with fear or spread their skin to make a parachute 
The trout who bit will sing at its own funeral 
You will too 
  
And I can't read you the end because I'm not happy with it. So I'm just going to ... you will too. And 
then what I did because I, looking back on it, and I do tend to sort of be paranoid about that 
question of do I really care, care, care about this poem. II enjoy the sounds. I love a lot of what 
happened in terms of the imagination. How the word really became the thing. You know, these 
snouts, it was almost apocalyptic. I saw everything just breaking into language but then like things 
like "the squid will take to evil" you know I really have to contemplate that one, you know, how 
invested am I in that. So, when I look back on this poem I realize that the part that really engaged 
me was this "mothers chained to children." It comes out of a simile; the words will push and shove 
like mothers chained to children. So you see how something can evolve from this that you might not 
have even gotten to had you not been involved in both this sort of oral athleticism, really, because it 
does, it feel athletic the more you work with it and even more importantly I really think that you're, 
it's almost, you're really in touch with the fact that language is your medium as a poet. It's of 
course...the language again, engagement with the soul, but it's the stuff. It really is the stuff and 
always pushing it up against emptiness and trying to decide what will last, what has enough of the 
most excellent qualities of poetry to really pass go. So I took the children around the child, the 
mother, I mean the the mother jumping thing and tried again. So, this is the second attempt. 
Ventriloquist is still the title and I have now love in there, have added that to my list and I really 
toned it down, the hyper, everything coming to life thing. So this one I'm a little happier with. It's 
Ventriloquist. 
  
None has ever loved a stone deep down 
But I, for one, I would dive into its base to cause a voice 
And calibrate that voice to make a wave 
To break around the neck of unwell mum 
Who hung it there to gravitate? 
Her jump 
As talking stone who broke in two 
I'd cry the news to child town 
That mothers take long holidays 
Away from light to hibernate 
And don't come home 
  
It's not as overtly from the exercise, I mean, it's from the exercise, but from the mother word but it 
has sort of phantom traces of it, which to me is really just as important in a way because it fits with 
the new theme, right? Because we're talking about, you know, an aftermath of really a tragedy and 
it's a speculation, the speculation of a ventriloquist. No longer really believing that he/she can get 
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that stone to talk but is just imagining what that stone would have to communicate to the world of 
children about this mother who jumped. So you see there, I just feel like it's almost endless what one 
could do but what especially I think to generate the poem what is the really irresistible part of this 
scramblegram/mother word/ventriloquist/hasenpfeffer experience is the, it's like the blood of 
poetry. It reminds you you of why you write of why you do this thing. It's, if feels like you're trying 
to be magical or something and you are. You're really making something of nothing. This one by 
another student I feel like she was able to, she had an obsessive theme really all semester and she 
was able to fit it into the exercise. Again, that's this intersection of really genuine feeling and then 
finding, being able to manipulate, that sounds nasty, it's not, manipulate, adjust her song, adjust the 
pieces of her song. It's called Suffocation Marks and this is by Ryan Hansen. 
  
I couldn't imagine a vacant vein 
Rent my body, fill it with life 
I voted to end a trite tie to my sadness 
Ten years down the road 
I loitered too long 
Existing became exhausting 
I sit in a lit silo 
Vile images project on the walls 
I can't quit quivering 
My head forcibly stores 
Trust none 
All is nil 
  
So she was really able to fit - I guess loitered is in there, voted - she did a remarkable job. Vein, rent, 
voted, trite, tie, ten, loitered, exist, sit, lit, silo, vile, quit, quivering, store, trust none, nil. 
  
-Walt Whitman was fond of filling his notebook with interesting words that he discovered in his 
rambles around New York City or thumbing through different editions of the dictionary and that 
will be the starting point for the exercises that we give you this week. 
  
-In the notebooks that you've probably been carrying around, making notes in, writing down lines, 
things that have been suggested in the other craft talks. Now we'd like to see you start a word list 
where you follow those lingual pair rhymes and fill out a whole page with them. Take those and give 
us a poem from them. You might also take the option of making one of these scramblegrams that 
Larissa talks about where you choose either your own favorite complicated word or you can use 
ventriloquist. Pull it apart, make a poem from that. 
  
-Maybe that word itself will be generated out of your own word list. So be open to wherever the 
language might take you. 
  
-And we look forward to seeing what you come up with. 

 


